
WORD
O F  T H E  Y E A R



This is a powerful way to approach your year.  We have all made New Year’s resolutions and

for the most part they did not work.  The research is astounding.

 

The reason is that resolutions begin with D0-HAVE-BE – when I do this, I will have this and I

will be this.  

This is backwards.

Your resolutions look like a to-do list and not inspiring at all.  

 

Begin your year with one word that is your intention for how you want to be in this year.

 

Start with BE-DO-HAVE instead.  When I am this, I will do this and I will have this.  

Much more in line with how the universe works.

  

An intention is powerful.  

 

An intention word – only one word – should create energy, images and meaning for you. 

 

These are things are soul can get excited about.  Below is an exercise to get you to your

word of the year.  



WORD OF THE YEAR 
IDEA GENERATOR 



MANY PEOPLE KNOW INSTANTLY WHICH
WORD RESONATES WITH THEM.  FOR OTHERS,
A LITTLE CONTEMPLATION IS REQUIRED.

So, here is your very own Idea Generator List of possible words

you could choose.  As you read through them, see if one

stands out.  If you can’t choose just one, narrow it down to no

more than three.

Compassion

Delight

Generosity

Effortlessness

Wealth

Gratitude

Abundance

Creativity

Willingness

Change

Growth

Freedom

Mastery

Kindness

Health

Presence

Acceptance

Courage

Confidence

Self-Love

Action

Forgiveness

Forgive

Release

Trust

Knowing

Patience

Friendship

Fun

Grace

Laughter

Love

Expansion

Exploration

Adventure

Openness

Discipline

Awe

Awareness

Risk

Gentleness

Choice

Spirit

Prayerfulness

Power

Allow

Artfulness

Attention

Beauty

Joy

Focus

Ritual

Heal

Order

Clarity

Pioneer

Peace

Laziness

No

Yes

Deliberationness

Commitment

Savor

Integrity

Listen



WORD OF THE YEAR 
DISCOVERY TOOL 



PART 1 /  CLARITY: KNOW YOUR WHY

Write the word (or words) you are considering for the coming year.

Why do you think this is a great word for you this year? 

(If you chose more than one answer for each word)..

If you embodied this word daily, what would be

different for you in an average day?

How do you already live/embody this word?  How do

you not already live/embody this word?

NOYES

List ten things you could create or attract this year if

you lived this word daily.



PART 2 /  AWARENESS: KNOW YOUR TRIGGERS

What obstacles have kept you from living this word until now?.

List five habits or practices you might incorporate into your life to embody this word more fully.

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE



PART 3 /  VISION: KNOW YOUR DREAM

List at least five goals - that you like to accomplish this year, based on the word you are choosing.

CHOOSE YOUR WORD

What would be a "home run' for you in the coming year?  This can be a big dream, an amount of money, a way

that you live each day.  Write as detailed and imperfectly as you can!

ONE TWO THREE FOUR FIVE


